
USS Nighthawk Mission Transcript 10802.02
Mission Number for NH 337 
Mirror Universe: Beginning III
 
Cast of the USS Nighthawk crew
Sam Hung as Sid Monroe 
Tim Schols as Gary Jackson 
Chris Esterhuyse as Varesh
Scott Knight as Caelan Trigger
Lília Perfeito as Christina van den Tulpen
Karriaunna Scotti as Brianna Rose

Ship Manager 
Karriaunna Scotti

NPC
Jim Koeller as Aiden

Missing in Action
none

Summary:  
	Tulpen and Varesth ‘kidnap’ Jackson, though it is more like they convince him to join the group.  Unfortunately for Monroe, Trigger is not so easily persuaded.  So Sid leaves him alone to think about the offer.  Unfortunately for them all, Rose, in searching for her friend signals unwanted attention, bringing the Alliance to the station.  There Monroe makes a rescue attempt of Trigger, only the fire fighting has set of the alarm… not so good.
	Knight and Aidan try to get some rest, but without any luck as another prisoner escapes.  They get to witness first hand the consequences of trying to escape and failure… and the consequences all get to suffer.
	

Time Lapse:
     None, except for Knight

Mission Facts:
	The station is old; it has seen much wear and tear and little repair.

Announcements:
Log reports sent.  Twould be nice if missing ones were made up.
Good work all in mission… character development has been interesting…
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Last Mission on the Nighthawk:

On Altira V, Aaron Knight held his own, keeping his identity basically hidden.  For in this time a place, to be a Betazoid could mean instant death.  He has one man through the wall he keeps around him.  For while it his nature to help those weaker, he has learned not to trust anyone.  He plots his escape, knowing that to fail, death awaits him.

Monroe has approached the Blue Diamond, why there, only he knows.  Caelan and Brianna look at each other as he calls out for Trigger.  What past connection might these two share and why did he recognize Brianna's voice?  Looking at Trigger, Brianna sees he has not pulled out a weapon and questioningly waits for the go ahead to let the man in.

Tulpen and Varesh are partially hidden by crates as the two finish their discussion on kidnapping one human Jackson, captain of a transporter vessel for the Alliance.  Tulpen wants to go home and find her family.  Varesh wants to help others get their home back and maybe he will get his home too. As for Jackson's agenda, that no one yet knows.
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Sid Monroe, Stardate 10802.02 

I have recruited 3 new crewmembers in my mission to take back the earth.  I am currently working on getting two more crewmembers and one I have to seek out in what I have heard is in Jail.  I hope to be underway in an hour.

<<<<<<<<<< Mirror Wide: Beginnings III >>>>>>>>>>

Aaron Knight says:
@::walks back to his bunk, noticing Aidan sitting on his bunk next to his::
Caelan Trigger says:
::standing at the airlock shaking his head::
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh: The ship is docked right here and Jackson is probably back at the cockpit right now There should also be some engineers around. If you can tell me where they are exactly, we can avoid them ...
Brianna Rose says:
:: whispers:: Caelan: Then what do you want me to do?
Aidan says:
@::sees Aaron approach and gasps as he sees the blood running down his face::  Aaron:  What happened?  Are you okay?
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: What do you want this time Monroe?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks around:: Trigger: Well, hello to you to.
Varesh says:
Tulpen: OK, I can do that. But we should hurry I guess.
Gary Jackson says:
#::In the captain's quarters, going over the profit and losses balance for the last flight::
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: I'll deal with him... we've encountered each other before.
Aaron Knight says:
@Aidan:  Just had a run in with another inmate who thought he was the kingpin here.  I set him straight.......and he's a LOT worse off than I am.  ::watches as Aidan goes over to get something to clean up the blood with::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Eyes Trigger, with a lift brow... this time?::
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods:: Varesh: Yes, before they leave and the Klingons arrive for the next run ::walks towards the entrance of the ship, putting her hood over her head:: Varesh: If you can hide your face it might be helpful
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: I thought I'd dispense with the pleasantries after the last fiasco... you know they almost caught me that time.
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: That was my fault for even letting you in on it.
Brianna Rose says:
:: Makes her way back to her engines, giving the two men privacy.  One painful lesson learned, was it was wiser not to know about everything going on around you.::
Varesh says:
::nods and digs in one of his packs, pulling out a cloak with a deep hood and putting it on.:: Tulpen: How much time do we have?
Aaron Knight says:
@::winces a bit as Aidan gently takes his now wet t-shirt and dabs his face::
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: Glad you take responsibility for it. ::grins and opens the hatch:: So... as I said, what is it this time?
Gary Jackson says:
#::Checks the computer for the passenger list for their next ferry flight::
Christina Tulpen says:
::approaches the vessel entrance behind some boxes:: Varesh: I'd say about half an hour but its not fixed. Its the amount of time it takes for a Klingon to get drunk. You ready to go in?
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: Well I need help.
Brianna Rose says:
:: On second thought, decides she might like to leave the ship a bit to stretch her legs... and her favorite... station air.::
Varesh says:
Tulpen: I'm ready. ::pulls a knife from his boot and a disruptor from a holster::
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: And you're coming to me for it?
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh: I am going to make a run for the bridge. Follow me and warn me if you ...if you...you know....sense someone coming
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: Well it was either you or the other guy that almost got me killed last time.
Brianna Rose says:
:: Trying to slip unnoticed past the two men, she makes her way out of the airlock.::
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh: So 1 ... 2.... 3 ::jumps from behind the boxes and enters the commercial craft, turning towards the cockpit/bridge
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: I pick the easier choice.
Varesh says:
::follows behind Christina, his senses at maximum to pick up anybody approaching::
Gary Jackson says:
#::Transfers the information to a data padd and heads towards the exit::
Christina Tulpen says:
#::walks through the corridors as she remembers them, thinking they are too lucky not to run into anyone::
Aiden says:
@Aaron:  You should be a bit more careful Aaron.  After all, there's always someone bigger and badder out there........you need to watch out for yourself.
 
Scenery: For the most part, Varesh and Christina go unnoticed.  Not that there are not people about, but that most people here keep to their own business... if they care to live.

Caelan Trigger says:
::smiles:: Sid: I'd hate to see the state of the other guy... What's the job?
Varesh says:
#::pauses at the hatch to scan the docking area::
Gary Jackson says:
#::Notices someone walking through the ship, looking a bit suspicious:: Stranger: Hello? How can I help you?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Picks up a small item from the table then places it back:: Trigger: Take Earth back from the Alliance.
 
@ ACTION: A high pitched sound ripples through the compound, tearing at the prisoners ears before going silent.

Christina Tulpen says:
#::sees Varesh seemingly thinking and lets him do his thing. On hearing Jackson, she approaches him:: Gary: How would you like to stop sneaking around and being on a real ship?
Aaron Knight says:
@::now looking Aidan directly in the eyes::  Aidan:  I'm not going to let anyone.....anyone pushing the weaker guys around.  ::smiles::
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: You've either got a death wish or you're more crazy than I thought.
Varesh says:
#::keeps an eye out and moves towards Gary and Christina:: Gary: Do you want to remain a slave or not?
Gary Jackson says:
#::Raises his eyebrows, a bit puzzled by the reply:: Tulpen: Miss Tulips, a pleasure, as always.. I didn't know you'd be on board again... A real ship you say? ::Turns a bit, opening the doorway for her to step through, and holds out an arm::
Aaron Knight says:
@::hears the siren::  Aidan:  I do believe someone is trying to escape.  I hope whoever it is, makes it out of here.
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: Let's just say there is a huge stake for me in this.
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: And what's in it for me?
Christina Tulpen says:
#Gary: This is a one way choice for you and you only have seconds to make it. Listen to what.... my friend is saying ::still doesn't know the betazoid's name::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Making her way to a terminal, she tries not to look guilty as she uses her credits to get online to do a search.  She knew better.  It was stupid and could call attention to them, but she figured they would not be around much longer anyways.::
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: How about that favor you owed me?
Gary Jackson says:
#::Notices the other hooded figure:: Varesh/Tulpen: I most certainly do not.. But.. What are you proposing?
Christina Tulpen says:
#::whispers in Jackson's ear:: Gary: we will retake Earth
Varesh says:
#::lowers the hood, knowing he's a wanted person:: Gary: What she said. I'm willing to help since I hate the Klingons enough to do whatever to cripple them in any way.
Aaron Knight says:
@Aidan:  We might want to get into our bunks......they'll be coming to do an inmate check here shortly.  ::reaches up and gently grabs hold of Aidan's wrist::  Thanks for cleaning me up.
Caelan Trigger says:
::slams his fist on the table:: Sid: Oh Come on Sid!!! You know as well as I do that this far outweighs any favor I owe you... you'll have to do better than that.
Gary Jackson says:
#::Tries to keep his face straight:: Christina: Interesting.. And you want my help because.... ::Looks at her, questioning::
Christina Tulpen says:
#Gary: This is not the place for details and we don't have a lot of time. Are you in or out?

@ ACTION: Half a dozen men with mean looking weapons to match their mean looking faces, enters the sleeping area.  Yelling for everyone to stand up and before the area they have claimed.
 
Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: Let's just say that favor, will turn into big dividends if we do retake earth.
Varesh says:
#::looks sharply over his shoulder towards the hatch:: Gary: You don't have a lot of time to decide.
Gary Jackson says:
#Christina: I'm in... Just... Just tell me what I can do...
Aaron Knight says:
@::throws his legs over the bed so that his feet are now on the floor and he stands.....watching Aidan do the same::
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh/Gary: First we have to get you out of here unnoticed. And then hide you
Varesh says:
#Tulpen: Tell him, I'm going to keep watch again. ::pulls the hood up and goes back to the hatch::
 
@ ACTION: Those that do not move quick enough find themselves slammed back down.  One who despises Aaron stops before him and looks him up and down, head to toe.

Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: I've got nothing on that planet, Christ I've never even been there; I have nothing to gain from this quest.
Christina Tulpen says:
#::nods at Varesh::
Christina Tulpen says:
#Gary: You should look less conspicuous...maybe find another uniform and something to cover your face
Aaron Knight says:
@::looks at the guard with the same amount of despise::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Sighs as once again she comes up with a blank.  Wherever the others were taken, was still a mystery.  And her circumstances remained the same.  Caelan was good to her, but the mention of Aaron's name tended to set his teeth on edge, she could not ask his help.
Aaron Knight says:
@::can sense the fear coming from Aidan::
Gary Jackson says:
#Christina: I am a regular visitor here.. My presence would not be suspicious... Though that depends on where you'd lead me...
 Sid Monroe says:
Trigger: That is alright then, when I am in charge of a fleet and have many, many ships in my command, I will TRY to remember not to blow you out of the water. ::Starts for the door::
Varesh says:
#::waits at the hatch, his shoulders tense, senses flicking over the various people around::
Christina Tulpen says:
#Gary: We are going to another vessel docked on the station. The problem will be you will not be back in time for your next run. If you think we are safe, lets go meet the Betazoid

@ ACTION: The guard lifts his fist and slams it into Aaron's face... slamming him backwards.  He then walks off feeling much better.

Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: Ships? What kind of ships?
Aaron Knight says:
@::makes sure the guard sees that he wasn't intimidated by what was done and just grins::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Opens the door:: Trigger: Big ships, small ships, various ships.  You name it.  Anyways, give my regards to Brianna for me.
Brianna Rose says:
<::>
Aaron Knight says:
@::feels the blood running out of his nose::
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: Hey... wait a minute...
Gary Jackson says:
#::Nods, understanding, and steps over to the closet to get a long, thick traveling cloak and some essential items from his quarters:: Christina: Better safe than sorry..
Varesh says:
#All: Can the two of you hurry up, I can't afford to get caught.
Brianna Rose says:
:: Stops, finding herself staring up at Monroe.:: Sid: ummm... excuse me.
Christina Tulpen says:
#::rolls eyes:: Gary: you are worse than me ::goes through the corridors down to the hatch, then looks for Varesh::
Christina Tulpen says:
#Varesh: you lead the way. Do you know where Monroe keeps his ship exactly?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Moves to the side::
Gary Jackson says:
#::Follows Christina out of his quarters and goes along with her and Varesh::
Aaron Knight says:
@<Aidan>  ::sees that the guards are now gone and he grabs the t-shirt again::  Aaron:  Lie down Aaron ::places the shirt over Aaron's nose::
Varesh says:
#Tulpen: He didn't point it out to me, no. I just know its in the docking area you found me. We might have to hide until he comes. he just better hurry up, that's all. ::he steps out the hatch, hurrying across the apron:: Come!
Brianna Rose says:
:: Also moves aside and finds herself blocking him that way.  Quietly sighs and tries moving the other way.::
Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: When do you leave?
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks at his chronometer:: Trigger: 45 Minutes.
Christina Tulpen says:
#Varesh: We just need to get out of here ::pulls Jackson by the sleeve and follows Varesh at a quick pace::
 
@ ACTION: The barracks checked, just before they guards leave, another sound hits the air.  The escape has been caught.  The guards turn with smug smiles and wave those behind them to line up and head out for the exhibition.

Caelan Trigger says:
Sid: You'll have an answer then.
Gary Jackson says:
#::Feels the tug and follows Christina::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Waves his hand:: Trigger: Sure don't be late.  Docking bay 3.
Christina Tulpen says:
::runs along thinking:: self: that was too easy ::looks around tugging the right side of her waist where she keeps one of her small firearms::
Varesh says:
#::leads the way back to the docking area he was hiding before, mentally going over how to better conceal themselves.::

ACTION: On the station a very brief alarm sounds.  Incoming Alliance vessel.
 
Sid Monroe says:
::Walks out of the bay::
Christina Tulpen says:
::looks up instantly:: Varesh/Gary: How nice, more friendly faces
Aaron Knight says:
@::looks up and sees Aidan's eyes begin to tear up::  Aidan:  What's the matter?  Guards are gone.
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: We've got some programming to do.
Varesh says:
::curses softly:: All: Great. This is going to be lots of fun.
Gary Jackson says:
::Runs along with Christina and Varesh, not paying attention to the signal out of routine::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Looks up, and then calmly walks away::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Frowns at the warning as she steps through the doors.:: Trigger: What was all that about... ::nods in the direction the other man left::  And what programming?
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: Oh don't mind Sid, he's always talking about conquering planets.
Aidan says:
@ Aaron:  I'm...I'm just afraid.  One of these days you're going to get yourself killed.  There's no way I could survive in here without you.  That guard has it in for you too.
 
ACTION: A group of soldiers converge on the terminal and begin to access who was recently on it.

 Sid Monroe says:
::Continues back to his ship::
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh: Can you .... you know sense Monroe?
Caelan Trigger says:
::sits at the flight console:: Brianna: I want this ship where we can get at it at all times.
Aaron Knight says:
@Aidan:  That's why, the sooner we can get out of here, the better it will be.  I promise, it will be better once we're out.  ::stands up again, still holding the shirt to his nose as the guards round them up to be taken to the main compound::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Lifts a brow::  Caelan: Not quite right up stairs?  :: Points to her head.:: What planet is he after?
Varesh says:
::heads over to where he had stashed his packs, pulling crates into a better position to hide them:: All: We'll have to lay low until he gets here. ::nods:: Tulpen: He's not too far away.
Caelan Trigger says:
::without looking up:: Brianna: Earth.
Brianna Rose says:
:: Nods and takes her seat.::  Caelan: I already have it on automatic call.  Remember the last big ideal you had?  If it had not been set, we would never have escaped.  So what is it you want different this time?
Christina Tulpen says:
::sits behind the crates, pulling Jackson to stay low as well, then whispers:: Varesh: I have to say I never put so much faith in 3 strangers
Brianna Rose says:
:: It takes a minute before his words sink in.  Very quietly::  Caelan: Earth?
Varesh says:
::whispers back:: Tulpen: Me neither, but I don't get any duplicity from him and like I said, I will deal any blow I can to the Klingons.
 
ACTION: Soon more guards flood the area and a search is begun.  One of them points out the Blue Diamond.

Aaron Knight says:
@Aidan:  Just stay behind me, okay?  I won't let anything happen to you.  ::they arrive at the compound where the escapee is currently at::
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh/Gary: I just want a house...some land and a place at parliament ::smiles::
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: Yep... ::pauses:: I want to sneak the ship into the shield bubble of the ship on docking ring 3.
Varesh says:
::makes a low sound of annoyance:: Gary/Tulpen: The area is being flooded by guards. Where the bloody hell is he?
Gary Jackson says:
::Nods:: Varesh/Christina: I just hope you have a good plan.. I'm already throwing away what I had.. Not that it's that much to be proud of, but.....
Christina Tulpen says:
Varesh: you are the one with the super powers. One would think he would be slightly concerned with his new crew too
 Sid Monroe says:
::Walks into the Docking Bay, and looks around::
Varesh says:
Gary: Its not my plan. I'm a desperate man, so I'm in whether it works or not.
Christina Tulpen says:
Gary: And what did you have?
 
@ ACTION: Strutting the main platform, a very big, ugly, Cardassian struts.  In the corner stands what appears to have once been a man, barely breathing, held between two guards.  The commander begins to expound upon the stupidity of escape and the consequences, ending with at least there was more food for more prisoners now...and space for another

Varesh says:
::spots Sid:: Tulpen: Not super powers. Come, he's here. ::grabs his packs and stands up:: Sid: About bloody time you showed up. Its not safe here anymore.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Pops open one of his crates and pulls out a disruptor rifle, throws one to Varesh:: All: Had some business to attend.
Brianna Rose says:
Caelan: That is not too hard... well, getting it to come.  I don't know about the shield bubble part as I don't know the shields or their frequency.
Gary Jackson says:
Christina: A job, and a bit of freedom.. ::Looks up as Varesh speaks up again::
 
ACTION: A group of soldiers make their way to the Blue Diamond and spread out.

Varesh says:
::shifts his pack without thinking and catches the rifle:: Sid: Did you get it sorted out? ::checks the rifle's charge and has it at the ready, looking back towards the entrance::
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: I'll get that... you just get the ship inside. ::smiles::
Sid Monroe says:
::Looks at the crate to find some more equipment:: Tulpen: And this is?

ACTION: A warning light pops up on the Blue Diamond's main console... it works sometimes and sometimes not.

Aaron Knight says:
@::whispers to Aidan::  Aidan:  You see, that's why we have to make sure we have a full proof plan when we escape.
Caelan Trigger says:
::taps the warning light and notices it doesn't go out:: Brianna: I think we've got company. ::puts the external security display on the screen::
Christina Tulpen says:
::looks up at Monroe:: Sid: Gary Jackson, possibly your next first mate. He has been piloting commercial airliners for a few years. He knows the routes and the contacts
Christina Tulpen says:
::looks at Jackson:: Sid: and the odd smuggler here and there
Brianna Rose says:
:: Looking out the screen mumbles something very unlady like.::  Caelan:  Looks like someone has caught up to you.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Pushes the empty crate to the door::  All: Get to the shuttle, we are expecting company.
Aidan says:
@ ::draws himself in closer to Aaron::
Gary Jackson says:
::Chuckles:: Monroe: To be complete, I captained them, within the restrictions set on my by my.. Employers and their enforces on the ship.. I hear there's something afoot..
Varesh says:
::snorts:: Sid: Understatement. Oh, and the guards in the area. They are looking for Brianna Rose - she did a search on some dude called Aaron Knight.
Aaron Knight says:
@::feels Aidan up against him::  Aidan:  No need to worry.  As of right now, we haven't done anything wrong.  They won't be suspecting us.
Christina Tulpen says:
::walks to the shuttle:: Gary: And you didn't have a job, you didn't have anything at all. A slave does not own, it is owned
 Sid Monroe says:
Jackson: We can discuss later.  Varesh: A who?
Varesh says:
::walks towards the shuttle:: Sid: Aaron Knight. You know him?
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: Now is not the best of times. ::taps some commands on the console and heads to the cramped quarters::
 Sid Monroe says:
Varesh: Yea some dude I have to break out of jail.
Gary Jackson says:
::joins the others on the short walk to the ship and wonders what to expect::
Varesh says:
::pauses in the hatch of the shuttle:: Sid: Awesome. We get to stage a jailbreak. I'm in. ::grins wickedly::
 
ACTION: One of the soldiers beats the butt of his weapon against the door, yelling out for Brianna Rose.

Brianna Rose says:
:: Looks startled and suddenly very scared.::
Christina Tulpen says:
::once inside she takes off her brown coak, under which she is wearing a black leotard with matching tight pants. Then she moves to the front of the shuttle, inspecting::
Caelan Trigger says:
::quickly finishes with the dermal regenerator and heads for the hatch:: Soldier: Who did you say you was looking for?
 
ACTION: The guard yells out for the door to be opened.

Gary Jackson says:
::Enters the ship as well, keeping his cloak on for now::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Checks his rifle:: Varesh: Watch the door, be right back.  ::Hops over the crate and runs to the other docking bay::
Aaron Knight says:
@::is herded back with the others to their bunks::
Caelan Trigger says:
Soldier: Hold on a minute, hatch is a little stiff, needs a bit of work. ::motions for Brianna to go hide::
Varesh says:
::swears softly:: Gary/Tulpen: I get the feeling we're going to get out of here in a hurry. Which one of you can fly a shuttle and get it ready for take-off.
Brianna Rose says:
:: Does not need a second request.  Quickly goes to the very narrow access way and makes her way in. ::
Christina Tulpen says:
Gary: Lets find the cockpit of this thing
Aaron Knight says:
@::sits down on his bunk and starts loosening the laces in his boots before kicking them off.  He swings his legs up and is now lying on the bed, with his arms behind his head.  He looks over at Aidan who is doing the same::  Aidan:  You going to be okay?
Gary Jackson says:
::Nods at Varesh:: Varesh: I will just need to take a look at the controls to see whether they are similar to what I am used to... ::Turns to follow Christina:: Christina: Good idea...
Caelan Trigger says:
::slowly opens the hatch, sees the soldiers and bows down like a slave::
Brianna Rose says:
:: Quickly and quietly makes it in and around one of the very tight turns.  There was no way this ship had been built by humans with such small access ways.  She reminds herself to tell Caelan later he is blessed to have her just for this.::
Christina Tulpen says:
::moves to the front and takes one of the front seats smiling:: Gary: What a bucket of bolts. I love it.
 Sid Monroe says:
::Spots the door to the docking bay and spots a few guards, cracks a smile and fires at the guards. Pulls out his disruptor in his left hand and dual wields both weapons shooting short blasts::
Soldier says:
:: Impatiently::  Caelan: Get up trash.  Where is she?
Gary Jackson says:
::Chuckles:: Christina: This is worse than I used to fly... But the freedom does make up for a lot of it.. ::Stands next to what should be the helm console and tries powering it up::
 
ACTION: The sound of weapons fire is heard just as two guards go down.  Four other take cover and one sends a call for back up.

Aidan says:
@::turns to look at Aaron::  Aaron:  I've got you to protect me.  I'll be fine.  ::lets out a slight smile before turning back and closing his eyes::
Caelan Trigger says:
Soldier: Who?
Christina Tulpen says:
Gary: I am surprised you even question comming with us. I would rather die than be a slave
 
@ ACTION: A guard pops his head into each of the barracks yelling, “You can thank your friend that their will be no dinner tonight for anyone.  However, he will be on the menu tomorrow.”
 
Sid Monroe says:
::Bursts to the door and throws a sensor probe into the hallway, runs into the shuttlebay shooting blindly::
Soldier says:
:: Dives into the ship and lifts a weapon at Caelan::
Caelan Trigger says:
::takes cover::
Christina Tulpen says:
::hears the weapons fire:: Gary: Maybe I should go down and help
 Sid Monroe says:
::Spots one of the guards and shoots them::
Caelan Trigger says:
::pulls the knife out of his boot and throws it at the guard::
Aaron Knight says:
@::turns his head briefly over to where the guard is yelling and then brings it back again, staring up at the ceiling before closing his eyes to get some rest::
 
ACTION: Fire fight criss crosses the area.  Monroe feels the side of his cheek singed slightly.

Gary Jackson says:
Christina: No, don't get yourself killed... Instead, help me get this bucket started up... ::Sits at his console and checks the systems::
Varesh says:
::hears Christina:: Tulpen: Stay put, I'll give him cover if he comes back. ::readies his rifle::
 
ACTION: The guard fires at Caelan, just before he gives his last breathe, Caelan’s dagger sticking out of his eye.

Christina Tulpen says:
::shrugs and starts looking at the buttons. He must have a course here for his ship....::
Christina Tulpen says:
::nods:: Varesh: I am looking into his computer, hope he doesn't mind. We need a route out of here
Caelan Trigger says:
::claws his way up the bulkhead and slams the button to close the hatch::
Varesh says:
~~~Sid: You need help?~~~
Brianna Rose says:
:: Vaguely hearing the fire fight, stays put.  There was nothing she could do but get caught.  So she wonders what they wanted her for.::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Smiles and yells:: Trigger: You might want to get out of that shuttle!
Gary Jackson says:
::Starts firing up the engines::
Christina Tulpen says:
::smiles at the information she is gathering::
 Sid Monroe says:
::Shoots a few shots near one of the guards who almost grazed him::
Caelan Trigger says:
Brianna: Rose? You there?
 
ACTION: For a very brief moment, the bay area is quiet, but it does not last as the stations alarms blare loudly:  Fire!
 
<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>
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